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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Tnnonon ZANGER, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Erie, 
in the county of Erie and State of Pennsylva 
nia, have invented certain new and useful lm 
provements in Magnetic Pendulum-Levels; 
and I do declare the following to be a full, 
clear, and exact description of the invention, 
such as will enable others skilled in the art to 
which it appertains to make and use the same, 
reference being had ' to the accompanying 

_ drawings, and to the letters of reference 
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marked thereon, which form a part of this 
specification. _ 

My invention relates to improvements in 
magnetic pendulum-levels; and the object of 
the invention is to produce a pendulum~level 
that is always reliable and will denote the eX 
act degrees on an accurately-divided dial and 
in such manner that the vibrations or trem 
bling of the pointer usually occurring with 
the ordinary pendulum-levels is entirely ob 
viated or prevented; also, to accomplish this 
by Very simple devices that are not liable to 
get out of order, but will always accurately 
designate the level~line; furthermore, to at 
tach the weighted pendulum and the pointer 
on a pin or shaft, having at each end a needle 
point, which points are journaled in corre? 
sponding journals drilled into the glass front 
and back so as not only to make the pointer 
very sensitive, but also to form a Very hard 
and durable bearing-surface, and, finally, to 
produce this magnetic pendululn~level at a 
very reasonable expense. 
My invention consists in the construction 

of certain peculiar details and arrangement 
of parts, as will be more fully described here 
inafter, and speciiically pointed out in the 
claims, reference being had to the accompany 
ing drawings and the letters marked thereon. 
Like letters ,indicate similar parts in both 

figures of the drawings, in which 
Figure l represents a sectional elevation of 

my improved magnetic pendulum-level. Fig. 
2 is a horizontal section on the line 2 2 of 
Fig. 1. 

In the drawings, A represents the body or 
stock of the level, preferably made of metal, 
although it may be made ot' wood or any other 
suitable material, and it may be plain or orna 
mental, as desired. This stock is provided 
with a short cylinder or casing B, having at 
each end a screw-thread to receive the heads 
C and D, provided with flanges to receive 
lglass plates or disks E and F, and forming the 
front and back of the cyinder of the level. 
If desired, the heads C and D may be made 
plain-_t1v e., the screw-threads may be dis» 
pensed with and two ormore screws, bolts, or 
rivets may be employed to secure said cylinder 
and heads together. Theinside of the cylinder 
B is provided with an annular rib 0r projec 
tion b, to which two pieces of thin magnetized 
steeloforminglinersaresecured. Aweighted 65 
pendulum G, having a convex face, is also pro- ’ 
vided with a piece of similar thin magnetized 
steel g forming its face, and it is arranged as 
close as possible to the projection b and its 
liner, so as to be attracted by it. This pend 
ulum is secured to a pinY or short shaft h, 
having a needle-point at each end, and said 
needle-points are journaled in small depres 
sions of similar shape to receive said needle~ 
points. The depressions are drilled or ground 
into the glass plates E and F, thus forming 
very` accurate and hard bearings for the nee 
dle-points. To the shaft h the pointer or in 
dex H is secured, being, as shown, double 
pointed, and if paper or equivalent dials are 
used it must be placed in front of them. It 
will be readily understood that by magnetiz 
ing the steel liners the action of the pendu 
lum and pointer will be very steady and all 
vibrations will be entirely obviated, and lev 
els of any kind can be accurately ascertained 
and noted. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim is ’ 

1. In a magnetic pendulum level the combi 
nation of a cylinder having a magnetic liner, 
and the glass front and back, with a shaft pro 
vided with needle-points journaled in'said 
glass front and back, and a pendulum with 
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magnetized face and a pointer secured to said having magnetized face and the pointer II, 
shaft, all arranged as specified. all constructed and operating as specified. Io 

2. The magnetic pendulum level herein de- In testimony whereof I affix my signature 
scribed, consisting of the stock A having the in presence of two Witnesses. 
cylinder B provided with magnetic inner sur- THEODOR ZANGER. 
face, attached to it, and having a glass front XVitnesses: 
and back, in which the needle-pointed shaft I. F. VVALLIIER, 
7L is joui‘naled, and carrying the pendulum G T. C. BRECHT. 


